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Half Day Jinan Tour 

<b>Jinan</b> is a historical city with a history of some 2,000 years and is

famed for its numerous relics. It is the cradle of the Longshan Relics

Culture, the reputed prehistoric culture of China and is found in Longshan

Town of Jinan, hence the name.

 

 

Tour Description
' boasting hundreds of springs. 

 

Your private English-speaking guide and driver will pick you up from your hotel

around 8am or 1 pm.

. Baotu Spring is renowned as the best of the 72 famous springs in Jinan and the

earliest of them included in history records. Here, you could enjoy the water

bursting out from the three outlets, creating thunderous sounds and spraying water

jets; you could appreciate the ancient pavilions and halls reflecting in the clear

water, creating a landscape virtually emulating paradise. The Black Tiger Spring is

one of the four most famous spring groups in Jinan. It is named so because the water

pours out from three stone sculptures in the shape of tiger head and the sound

created is like the tiger roaring.

 

Our guide will transfer you back to your hotel around 12am or 5pm without meal.

 

 

Price & Policy
Price Includes:

Private car/coach for transfers service and sightseeing program as
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indicated in the itinerary.

Local English-speaking tour guide for transfers and sightseeing program as

indicated in each city.

Entrance fees to scenic spots as indicated in the itinerary.

Service charge and government Taxes.

 
Price Excludes:

Domestic airfare or train tickets.

Hotel accommodation.

Meal.

Entry or exit China international airfare or train tickets.

Personal expenses such as laundry, drinks, fax, telephone call, optional

activities, etc.

Gratuities to the tour guide, driver and hotel bellboy.

Fees for entry visa to China.

Traveler insurance.

Services not mentioned in the itinerary.
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